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PRE CONSUMER 

Spinning 

Weaving/  

knitting 

Fabric finishing/  

dyeing 
Garment making 

POST CONSUMER 

Recycled 

only 1% of textile waste is actually recycled 

Landfill 

£140 million worth of textiles goes to landfill in  

Britain each year 

Raw Material 





RAW MATERIAL 

WEAVING/KNITTING GARMENT MAKING 

Organic?  

Synthetic?  

Semi-synthetic? 

How can the design of wo-  

ven textiles enhance the  

aesthetics/functions of the  

fabric given the suitable  

materials? 

Can the fabric pattern  

inform a potentially zero  

waste garment making? 



RAW MATERIAL 

COTTON 

-One of the ‘dirtiest’ crop 

-Genetically Modified Seeds versus Indige-  

nous Seeds 

-14% of the world pesticides goes into cot-  

ton cultivation 

-4710 L of water to grow 1kg of cotton 

-Extensive chemical use 

Can be environmental friendly IF certified or- 

ganic (still not the best option though!) 



TENCEL 

-One of the ‘new age fibre’ 

-Made from cellulose in the process of  

turning wood-pulp-fibre 

-Chemically intensive but Lenzing recy-  

cles and treats the water after chemical  

use, with 99% recovery 

-Wood is sourced from certified and con-  

trolled forest 

- Still quite inaccessible for students 

RAW MATERIAL 



BRITISH WOOL 

-Most traceable material locally made in  

Britain 

-Local producers empowered 

-Less energy use in terms of transport 

-Not necessarily cruelty free 

-Not necessarily toxic free in terms of  

dyeing although most British mills have  

water treatment facilities 

RAW MATERIAL 
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Can we still have interesting 3D textiles without synthetic fibres? 



Portrait of a young lady in a red dress  

with a Kashmir Paisley Shawl – Eduard  

Friedrich Leybold – 1824 

Ecology and Imperialism 

Addressing sustainability from a  

post-colonial perspective 



How did the slave trade, industrial revolu-  

tion and European Empire affect our per-  

ception of Nature? 

 
Is the ecological degradation from the cot-  

ton industry a colonial legacy? 
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Final year project 

from 2019 



A familiar sight? 



Our linear economy 

Make it  Use it  Dump it  



Circular economy 

Recover/Regenerate materials 

Extract maximum value  
& extend lifetime 



Waste is a human made concept! 





Why did you dispose 

of your last sofa? 



Impossible  

to recycle! 





Customisable  



Washable 



Portable 



Sneak  

peek! 



Money 

makes the 

world go 

round! 



Sustainability is a 

quantitative  

measurement 

vs a benchmark  



Change! 



Change! 



Zero Waste  
Scotland 



Interested in 

becoming an early 

adopter? 

Contact us! team@sofaforlife.co.uk 

sofaforlife.co.uk 



Open 
Mic and  
Panel 


